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Lemma 28 in Book I of Isaac Newton’s Principia is a startlingly simple proof that the
areas of oval figures are not expressible in algebraic equations with a finite number of terms.
His proof proceeds as follows: Pick any point inside the oval and let it be the pole about
which a line revolves with uniform angular speed. On that line, let a point move away from
the pole with speed proportionate to the square of the distance along the line between the
pole and the line’s intersection with the oval. Then that moving point on the moving line
will move in a gyrating spiral, its distance from the pole recording the area swept out by
the line. The area of the oval is given by the distance moved by the point over one complete
revolution of the line. But as the line continues to sweep over the oval area again and again,
the spiral will continue uncoiling to infinity. Hence, it will intersect any straight line drawn
across it an infinite number of times, which shows that the degree of the equation of the
spiral is not finite, since an equation of finite degree can only intersect a given line a finite
number of times. Therefore, since the area is given by the equation of the spiral, the area of
the curve is not given by an equation of finite degree.
Far ahead of its time, this lemma is a glimpse into the existence of what later were called
transcendental numbers and is not as well known as it should be, even among serious students
of Newton’s work. On the other hand, the distinguished Newton scholar D. T. Whiteside has
referred to it as “well-known” because it has been the subject of controversy since Newton’s
time (Whiteside 1961). Whiteside himself offered what he considered decisive evidence of
flaws in the lemma; strangely enough, these objections have remained unanswered for
40 years (MP 6:302–309). Though some historians seem to be persuaded by Whiteside, in
his encomium of the lemma, the eminent mathematician V. I. Arnol’d (Arnol’d and Vasil’ev
1989, Arnol’d 1990) either ignored or was unaware of Whiteside’s arguments; this would
not be the first time scientists and historians were unaware of each other’s work. My purpose
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in this note is to point out the weaknesses of Whiteside’s arguments in order to clarify the
scope and validity of Lemma 28.
Though Jakob Bernoulli initially accepted Newton’s proof, G. W. Leibniz was suspicious
of the lemma’s sweeping generality and of the extraordinary simplicity of its argument (MP
6:306–307). Leibniz offered as counterexample what is now called the Bernoulli lemniscate
y2 D x2(1¡ x2), which looks like a figure 8 lying on its side, centered on the origin. This
whole lemniscate has a rational area (1 13 ), and thus seems to contradict the lemma. However,
the real issue is not whether the area of the oval is an algebraic number, but whether the
area of sectors of the oval is an algebraic function. Christiaan Huygens proposed a figure
made of two parabolic arcs joined to make an oval; such a figure has a rational area, as
was already known to Archimedes. In the second edition of the Principia (1713; p. 512),
Newton added a clarificatory sentence: “But here I am speaking of ovals that are not touched
by conjugate figures extending out to infinity,” excluding the double parabola and also the
Cartesian folium, x3 C y3 D axy. He seemed unaware of the lemniscate counterexample,
but it is not difficult to exclude it from the category of “ovals” since it is self-intersecting;
in modern terminology, it is not a simple closed curve and is also not convex. In 1855,
H. Brougham and E. J. Routh slightly generalized Leibniz’s counterexample to the class of
curves y D nxn¡1(an ¡ xn)1=m , which also are self-intersecting.1 By 1914, W. W. Rouse
Ball accepted Newton’s argument as “valid without restriction.” For his part, Arnol’d in-
terprets “ovals” as closed, convex curves, thus excluding Bernoulli’s lemniscate and its
generalizations.
However, Whiteside ingeniously altered the lemniscate example by adding to y2 D




x2, always assuming the positive value




x2(1¡ x2))2, which he calls a
“symmetrical, slightly ‘lumpy’ and wholly convex oval [that] circumscribes the unit circle
y2 D 1¡ x2, touching it in the four quadrant points,” and whose sector area is an algebraic
function (the area of the whole figure is 3 13 ). Though Whiteside asserts that his oval provides
“an unchallengeable counter-example,” I will show why Newton would not have allowed it.
A central difficulty is what, exactly, Newton meant by “Figura Ovalis.” Kepler considered
ovals to be generalized egg-shaped curves that included the ellipse; his early notes of 1602
speak of “Mars’s oval circle” (circuli Martis ovali) (Donahue 1993, 1996). As Newton put
it in a letter of June 1686 to Halley, “Kepler knew ye Orb to be not circular but oval, &
guest it to be Elliptical.” Newton doubtless knew Descartes’ treatment of “certain ovals
which you will find very useful in the theory of catoptrics and dioptrics” (Descartes 1637,
114–147), which includes four different kinds of oval that Descartes studies for their prop-
erties as lenses.2 As late as 1704, John Harris’s Lexicon Technicum defines the “Oval Figure,
in Geometry, is that wherein no Point can be taken, from whence all Right Lines drawn
to the Circumference can be equal. See Ellipsis.” Under “Ellipsis,” Harris states that an
“Ellipsis, in Geometry, is an Oval Figure, ’tis produced from the Section of a Cone (but not
parallel to the Base, for then it produces a Circle).” This usage is borne out by Newton’s
early manuscript entry (dated by Whiteside as ca. 1665) that shows the kernel of Lemma 28:
“The length of no Ellipticall line whatever of 1st 2d 3d 4th kind &c can be found. For if so the
1 For detailed discussion of these and other possible counterexamples, see Pourciau (2001).
2 James Clerk Maxwell’s earliest paper (1846; Maxwell 1965), “On the Description of Oval Curves, and those
having a Plurality of Foci,” explicitly continues and generalizes Descartes’ treatment.
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spirall lines made by them wou[l]d bee geometricall. 2dly &c” (MP 1:545). Newton changed
the word “Ellipticall” to “oval” when he amplified this into Lemma 28 (found already in his
De Motu of 1684–1685). Whiteside suggests that by “Ellipticall line of 1st 2d 3d 4th kind &c”
Newton may here have meant “any simply closed portion of an algebraic curve of degree
(n C 1).”
Whiteside’s oval is locally an algebraic curve, except at (0;§1), so that it is not globally
algebraic.3 It is not infinitely smooth, for at (0;§1) its third derivative is discontinuous.
Since it is not infinitely differentiable (C1), Whiteside’s oval is not analytic, for an analytic
curve can be expressed as the graph of a convergent power series in the neighborhood of
every point. As Arnol’d (1990) notes, Newton only considered curves to be truly smooth
if they are analytic. Indeed, the Principia assumes the analyticity of curves on several
occasions, as in the examples to Proposition 45, Book I (p. 541).
Even more explicitly, in the Scholium after Lemma 11, Newton stipulates that “we
suppose throughout [Cæterum in his omnibus supponimus] that the angle of contact [of
a curve to its tangent] is neither infinitely greater nor infinitely less than the angles of
contact that circles contain with their tangents” (p. 440). Now the circle has a finite radius
of curvature; in modern terms, the curve y2 D 1¡ x2 has the curvature 1 everywhere.
However, Whiteside’s oval has zero curvature at (0;§1), which Newton will not allow in
Lemma 11.4
Consider this in the context of dynamics: for a mass moving on a curve, points of zero
curvature correspond to infinite inertia under finite force (or to the trivial case of zero force)
and infinite curvature corresponds to zero inertia under finite force, or to infinite acceleration,
both absurd. Certainly Newton allows no such curve to represent the motion of a body and
hence would exclude Whiteside’s oval from his mechanics. Even admitting the mathematical
possibility of zero curvature (e.g., straight lines), Newton’s express statement here applies
“throughout” all the succeeding propositions, including Lemma 28. For his part, Descartes
already had explicitly excluded “lines that are like strings, in that they are sometimes straight
and sometimes curved, since the ratios between straight and curved lines are not known,
and I believe cannot be discovered by human minds, and therefore no conclusion based
upon such ratios can be accepted as rigorous and exact” (Descartes 1637, 90–91).
Newton’s argument for Lemma 28 requires that the moving point “proceed always with
the velocity that is as the square of that straight line within the oval” (p. 511). Thus, the
radial velocity of the moving point v / r2, where r is the distance from the pole to the
oval along the given line. In an infinitesimal time dt , the moving point will move a radial
distance v dt / r2 dt / r2 dµ , where dµ / dt is the infinitesimal angle swept out by the
line rotating about the pole at a uniform angular speed. This condition implicitly uses
infinitesimal circular sectors of area r2 dµ to sweep out the oval’s area. The circle is also
fundamental to the modern treatment. Arnol’d (1990) notes that all algebraically integrable
curves have some singular point, where they are not smooth or smoothly equivalent to a
circle. Indeed, it is that very singularity (e.g., the intersection at the center of Bernoulli’s
lemniscate) that allows the area to be algebraic, for it gives a sharp “cut-off” that limits
3 Pourciau (2001) gives an algebraic extension of Whiteside’s oval without noting that the oval can only be
extracted arbitrarily from this extension.
4 The usual definition of curvature of f (x) is k D j f 00(x)j(1C f 0(x)2)3=2 (Buck 1965); in the case of Whiteside’s oval, the
numerator vanishes at (0;§1) and the denominator does not.
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the degree of the area equation. Arnol’d’s formulation agrees with Newton’s argument, for
Arnol’d calls an oval nonsingular if it is C1-diffeomorphic to a circle (that is, mappable to a
circle with an infinitely differentiable map). In the case of Whiteside’s oval, this singularity
lie buried in the flatness at (0;§1).
Whiteside offers one further objection to Lemma 28: “Newton’s argument founders on
the rock of the periodicity of the general angle, and the infinite gyrations of the spiral merely
represent an infinite number of repeated traversals of the perimeter, yielding no insight into
the nature of the perimeter itself (counted once)” (MP 1:545). In his view, the area should
already have been measured by one complete revolution: why require endless repetition?
Yet though the distance of the moving point from the pole after one revolution does suffice
to give the area of the oval, to determine the equation of the spiral as a whole (and not just
that one section of it) absolutely requires infinite sweeping, for it is essential that the spiral
never stop gyrating outwards. Rather than being “trivial,” the endless repetition is crucial
and deep.
In conclusion, Whiteside did a service in reminding us that there is, indeed, a family of
curves that does not obey Newton’s lemma. However, these curves are not smoothly map-
pable to a circle, hence not algebraically integrable. Newton’s broader conclusion stands:
the areas of infinitely smooth (“oval”) curves are not expressible in finite algebraic equa-
tions. For Newton, this meant first of all that the Kepler problem of smooth orbits could
not be solved by finite Cartesian algebra. More deeply, it indicated the larger failure of
Cartesian algebra to encompass the area of smooth geometrical figures in general (Cohen
1993, Mahoney 1993, Pesic 2000).
Thus, Lemma 28 shows the deeper grounds of Newton’s conscious reliance on the outward
use of geometry in his demonstrations, not so much out of reverence for the ancients but in
order to encompass the infinite transcendence that Descartes could not grasp. As such, this
lemma is both a brilliant prophecy of modern transcendental mathematics and Newton’s
ultimate defense of geometry. It also justifies his use of infinite series to solve the Kepler
problem in Problem 23, the immediate sequel to Lemma 28. Even though Leibniz framed
his counterexample to test Newton’s mettle, he added: “But I do not esteem [Lemma 28]
less” (MP 6:306). Indeed, as Arnol’d points out, Leibniz was moved to conjecture that (in
modern terms) an Abelian integral along an algebraic curve (taken between algebraic limits)
is a transcendental number. This conjecture remains an important unsolved problem. In his
own way, Newton saw as far as this, if not further, and Lemma 28 deserves even greater
glory.
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